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Half Arms     $30+     
Full Arms     $45+      
Under-Arms    $25+  
Back        $50+ 
Bikini       $35+
Brazilian     $60+



COMBOS
Select any Manicure and Pedicure of your choice. 

Receive $4.00 off on the pair of services.
 

SPA PEDICURE (30-35 mins)              $32
 This pedicure includes nail trimming, shaping, buffing,  
 cuticle grooming, lotion massage, hot towel wrap and   
 finished with polish of your choice.

SIGNATURE PEDICURE (38-43 mins)        $40
  An extension of our Spa Pedicure: this treatment adds   
 a sugar scrub which gently exfoliates dry skin.  Follow   
 by a lotion foot massage then finished with polish of   
 your choice.
 
AROMA PEDICURE (50-55 mins)          $55
 A luxurious natural coninuation of the Spa Pedicure 
  including soaking salt, exfoliation scrub, moisturizing   
 mud masque and callus treatment. Choose one of our   
 exclusive scents to be incorporated throughout your    
 pedicure. Finished with polish of your choice.

VOLCANO PEDICURE(55-60 mins)        $60
 An organic nourishing continuation of the Spa 
  Pedicure including detoxing soaking salt, exfoliating    
 sugar  scrub, collagen organic cream masque and callus  
 treatment. Choose one of our exclusive scents to be in  
 corporated throughout your pedicure. Finished with    
 polish of your choice.

A.V. HOT STONE SPA PEDICURE       $70
 (65-70 mins)
  An ultimate pampering extension of the Spa Pedicure   
 adds a therapeutic sugar scrub which gently exfoliates   
 dry skin. Follow by conditioning mud masque and hot   
 towel wrap. Feet are then placed in a warm parrafin    
 dip. This pedicure continues with a butter lotion 
 massage and an extra massage with the additional of    
 basalt hot stones. Finished with polish of your choice.

 

ACRYLIC
 Acrylic is a form of nail enhancement. It’s 
 recommended for those who constantly work with   
 their hands. This is popular due to its durability and  
 low maintenance. 
 Acrylic Full Set / Fill                $35+ / $25+ 

GEGEL
 Gel is the most durable and popular form of nail 
 enhancement. It will keep nails shiny without polish.  
 It is recommended for those who constantly work  
 with their hands and don’t want to worry about their  
 shine fading.
 Gel Full Set/Fill             $42+ / $30+
  Liquid Gel Full Set / Fill         $52+ / $34+

PINK & WHITE
 This acrylic enhancement is classic, clean, and 
 natural. The French tips dry instantly and stay       
 shiny longer than polish. It’s non-yellowing formula  
 is applied in a double process with white powder for  
 the free edge and pink powder for the nail bed. 
  Pink & White Full Set / Fill       $55+ / $45+
 Pink Fill Only                        $33+
 Ombre’ Full Set / Fill           $65+ / $55+

DIPPING POWDER             
  A healthy alternative to Acrylic Nails: free of harsh    
 chemicals, non-toxic, and odorless. Dipping Powder  
 Nails are durable but gentle and lightweight. Infused  
 with vitamins for healthy, long nails. 
 Dipping                   $45+
 Dipping with Manicure                   $55+
 Ombre’ Dipping              $55+

** Additional Services for any Nail Enhancement
 Nail form                $5+
  (Special nail shapes or extended length)
 Manicure                $10
  (Cuticle grooming, buffing, lotion massage)
 Gel Polishing              $20
  (Nail polish  that stay shiny & last up to two week)


